NEW COMMANDER NAMED

Secretary-General names
Major-General Martola
to command UNFICYP

EXPECTED IN CYPRUS THIS WEEKEND

In a simultaneous press release issued in New York and Nicosia of three o’clock in the afternoon (Cyprus time) last Friday, the United Nations Secretary-General, U Thant, brought to an end nearly five months of speculation when he announced that Major-General (Retired) Ilmari Armas Eino Martola of Finland is to be the new Commander of the United Nations Peace-Keeping Force in Cyprus.

Seventy-year-old Major-General Martola will be the third Commander of the Peace-Keeping Force since in came into existence in March 1954. He succeeds the late General Koden- dero Suboyya Thimoyya of India, who died of a heart attack on the 18th December last year. General Martola, who flew to United Nations Headquarters in New York for briefing on his new assignment will proceed directly from there to Nicosia to take up his command. He is expected to arrive in Cyprus during this coming weekend.

In the press release, the Secretary-General paid tribute to Brigadier A.J. Wilson, CBE, MC, of the United Kingdom, the Chief of Staff and Deputy Commander of UNFICYP, who has served as Acting Force Commander for the four and a half months that he has acted as Commander of UNFICYP. During that time he has shown the highest qualities of leadership and diplomacy and has carried on in an exemplary manner the work of his illustrious predecessors.

PRAISE FOR 18 SQUADRON RAF DETACHMENT CONGRATULATED AFTER TWO CASEVACS

The present 18 Squadron detachment, RAF, have been congratulated by the Force Chief of Staff and Acting Force Commander, Brigadier A.J. Wilson, CBE, MC, on the way that they carried out two tricky CASEVAC operations at the end of last week.

In a message to the Detachment Commander, Flight Lieutenant Jock Young, the Acting Force Commander said, “Many congratulations on the speed of your casualty evacuation on the night of 7/8 May. This is typical of the speed and efficiency with which calls of this sort have been answered throughout your period in Cyprus. Nevertheless, all concerned have been most impressed by your quick reactions to any emergency and I am most grateful to you for being such admirable representatives of the RAF”.

The CASEVAC to which the Brigadier referred specifically took place in the early hours of the morning of the 7th May. Airborne eighteen minutes after the call was received, the crew of Pilot Lt Jock Young and Harry Marriott and Flt Sgt Roy Pearson picked up a Cypriot from Lefkos, flew him to hospital in Nicosia and returned to base — all in a time of fifty-seven minutes.

Two days earlier, Master Pilot Taff Walker and Flt Sgt Ron Greenaway handled an emergency call from Kato Pyrgos. Airborne only eleven minutes after receiving the alert, they carried an Irish officer to the Austrian Field Hospital. Their total time for the two-way trip was forty-five minutes.

DANISH ROTATION

The Danish contingent with UNFICYP is being replaced. An advance party of 88 all ranks arrived on 4th May, and the main body will be flown in between 10—18 May.

The contingent, under command of Lt. Col. Morgen Vesterdal, will total approximately 650 all ranks and replaces the contingent commanded by Lt. Colonel Erik Lorenzen. DANCON V will take over responsibility for UNFICYP Nicosia West District.
KENRAALI A. E. MARTOLA TURVAJOUKKOJEN KOMENTAJAKSI

Wednesday, 17th May, 1938

FINSK GENERAL UTSEDDE TILL FC

DEN finska generalmajoren A.E. Martola utsågs i slutet av förra veckan till att ta över av det finska minister- försvaret på Cypern. Tidigare har den finska generalen F. Hakulinen tjänstgjort på Cypern.

N:o 13

DANSK ROTATION

Den danske kontingenten, belagt på cypern, har nu en ny kommandant. En generalmajör, der nu har efterträngt generalen B. Martola, er nu kommanderende generaler på Cypern.

N:o 14

RAADSLAG

LÄRNCACA

Chefen bat 34C pansarveteran

Chefens chef, överste Lars Løven, Eikelund, är utbildnings-officer för Pansarmaktens landsförsvar. Han har också ansvaret för ett oavsett tydligt medverkat i projektet med en utomordentlig budgetfråga.
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Fusiliers settle in Limassol Zone

OPERATIONAL AND TRAINING ACTIVITIES IN LIMASSOL ZONE

T he 1st Battalion, The Royal Welch Fusiliers, commanded by Lt Col John H. Swift, have settled in so quickly and well to their operational role in the UN Peace Keeping Force that it is difficult to realise that this main body of the Battalion arrived as recently as on the latter half of April. A friendly welcome and a first class hand-over by the outgoing Royal Highland Fusiliers whom they had previously known in EACOR, when for a time they served together in Bahr el Ghazal, has assisted in making things better.

In NQ and HQ Company under Capt Tim Bale, are located at Polikhilenta where they man the HQ of the largest UNFECYP zone on the island. With NQ Company are the COs of Troops, already preparing to take part in local functions and a small Training Wing, part of the CO's Company.

Also based on Polikhilenta is 'Y' Company commanded by Major David Fieaux, which has operational posts in Limassol and the Varosha area. Apart from maintaining operational rules and providing reserves on the sea close to the town and islands, they are making a move to establish a new Operational Wing, part of 'Y' Company.

BRIGADIER WILDER AT XEROS

O n Wednesday, 4th May, the Acting Force Commander, Brigadier A.J. Wilson, CB, MC, made his first official visit to 6th Infantry Group. On arrival at Xeros, he reviewed a Guard of Honour under Lieutenant R. Whitaker. Afterwards he visited the outposts by helicopter and returned to Xeros for lunch where he was presented with a silver 1916 commemoration cup as a souvenir of his visit by Lt Col James Walsh, O.C. 6th Infantry Group.

In the Officers Mess, DCOs and DCOs and Bandmaster, the Acting Force Commander with the Acting Bandmaster commended all his battalion for the fine qualities they had displayed. The DCOs and Bandmaster were present at the meal which was held in the Officers Mess.
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A "I" Company commander Major Mike Swindells, who has recently been deployed in an infanty role in the station area, is due to be posted to the 2nd Battalion. He is due to be posted to the 2nd Battalion.
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RESUPPLY BY DONKEY AND MOVEMENTS BY HELICOPTER MAKE INFANTRY ROLE A NOVEL EXPERIENCE

A Squadron, 5th Royal Inniskilling Dragoon Guards, commanded by Major Mike Swindells, who has recently been deployed in an infantry role in the station area, has now handed over command to the 2nd Battalion. The decision to move from the 1st Battalion to the 2nd Battalion was taken because the 1st Battalion was unable to continue the training due to the limited resources available. The 2nd Battalion has been able to continue the training and improve its operational readiness.

During this period Squadron HQ was at Akrotiri and remained posted at Akrotiri and met and continued to be posted to the 2nd Battalion. The squadron has been able to continue the training and improve its operational readiness.
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6 GAMLE CHEFER DER HAR FOD PA


$ NYE CHEFER DER NU SKAL TIL AT HAVE FOD P.A


ROTATIONEN ER BEGYNDT

WO I Sean Upton tests a window frame for prints at the scene of a suspected breaking and entering attempt, assisted by left, Sergeant Ned Fox and, in window, WO III Steve Brunnell.

Teamwork is the key says chief of smallest unit

WE consider ourselves to be the most integrated of the units of the United Nations Force. - this was Warrant Officer First Class Stan Upton, Royal Military Police, speaking about the smallest composite unit in the Force - the Special Investigation Unit.

Under the command of WO I Upton, all the six major contndents each have one representative on the strength of the STU: the French, the British and the United States. The UNCFV, which is made up of the STU and the UNP, is the only regular unit that does not have a local establishment.

Normally, members of the unit work with their own Continents, but for specific investigations a team may be formed. The STU is responsible for all criminal investigations, while the UNP deals with all administrative tasks.

UNCFV

Majors in UNCFV

Warrant Officer First Class Stan Upton, Royal Military Police, says that the smallest unit in the United Nations Force is the Special Investigation Unit. The unit is responsible for all criminal investigations and is made up of members from the United States, United Kingdom, France, and the United Nations Peace Force. The unit is divided into two sub-units, the STU (Special Investigation Unit) and the UNP (United Nations Police). The STU is responsible for all criminal investigations, while the UNP deals with all administrative tasks.

LATE NEWS FROM NEW YORK

U.N. DECOLONIZATION SUBCOMMITTEE MEETS:

RHODESIA AGAIN HOLDS ATTENTION

The implications of activities of foreign economic and other interests in Southern Rhodesia were discussed by the Sub-committee of the United Nations Committee on Decolonization where it met in New York on Monday.

Mr. M. A. Millar of the Rhodesia government said that the economic boycott of his country was being adversely supplied despite the sanctions imposed upon him. He spoke of the need to maintain the economic boycott in order to ensure that the interests of the people of Rhodesia were protected.

Mr. H. M. Shapero of the African National Congress said, however, that the economic boycott had not been effective and that the sanctions imposed upon his country were not being enforced in the same way as those imposed upon the United Kingdom.
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Mr. Shapero said that the Rhodesia government was determined to maintain the economic boycott and that the sanctions imposed upon his country would not seriously affect them.

Speaking for Denmark, Mr. B. Madsen of the United Kingdom said that the sanctions imposed upon the Rhodesia government were not being enforced in the same way as those imposed upon the United Kingdom. He said that the sanctions were not being enforced in the same way as those imposed upon the United Kingdom.

U.S. ASKS FOR SPACE COMMITTEE MEETING

UNITED States is asking for early meetings of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the crisis in the Middle East. The United States government has asked the United Nations Secretary General to take steps to ensure that the Security Council meets as soon as possible.
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U Thant returns from European trip

HOLDS TALKS WITH LEADERS ON PROBLEMS OF WORLD INTEREST: VIET-NAME, RHODESIA, CYPRUS AND DISARMAMENT ISSUES

THE United Nations Secretary-General, U Thant, returned to New York on Thursday following a ten-day European trip in the course of which he discussed such problems as Viet-Nam, Rhodesia and Cyprus with Prime Minister Harold Wilson of Britain and President Charles de Gaulle of France.

In Geneva, the Secretary-General discussed several aspects of the disarmament question with the Chairman of the eight-nation Disarmament Negotiating Committee. He said on his return to New York that world opinions differed on the prospects for progress, he had come back with the impression that there should still be some prospects of success, particularly in the matter of nuclear test ban treaty.

U Thant also took the occasion to emphasize anew the dangers to the world, and the widening gulf between the “have” and “have not” nations as well as the racial tensions and conflict and to assert that the genius of Europe could be of great succour to an ominously unstable world. The Secretary-General set forth these views on Tuesday in an address before the meeting of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe.

Observing that “the fortitude, integrity and imagination of Europe have again placed its countries, despite two world wars, in a fortunate and strong position,” Thant said he had “no doubt for a moment believe that the leaders and peoples of Europe have many intentions leading either into the kind of prosperous provincialism or of revert to the aggressive nationalism of the past.” “What I wish to emphasize today”, he declared, “is the urgent need for leadership and concerted action”. Such leadership could be effective, he added, only if the older nations showed understanding and tolerance towards the new nations of Asia and Africa who were struggling to take their place in the modern world against pressures of time and population which made their situation desperate.

In examining present world tensions, the Secretary-General said he thought ideological conflicts were a passing phenomenon and that the countries of Europe had played an important part in tempering them since the last war. But, he wondered, if even today the world was fully aware of the calamitous effects a nuclear war would have. He suggested that the United Nations might prepare a thorough report on such effects so that the peoples of the world would fully understand what was involved.

The Special Representative of the Secretary-General in Cyprus, Mr. Carlos A. Bernardes, who had been having talks with the Turkish government in Ankara on the Cyprus situation, is scheduled to leave the Turkish capital today, Wednesday, for Athens, where he will consult with members of the Greek Government.

Mr. Bernardes, who was due to meet with the Secretary-General during U Thant’s recent European tour in Paris and Geneva—flew into Ankara on Monday for two days of talks. He will be in Athens until Saturday and will return to Nicosia on Sunday.

STOP PRESS

MARTOLA IN NEW YORK

General Ilmar Martola, the new Force Commander of UNFICYP flew, to Nicosia yesterday, to begin talks with the UN Secretary-General on his new appointment. No date has yet been given for General Martola’s arrival in Nicosia, but it is expected to be in the middle of this week.

IRANIAN GIFT

FOR USE IN ILLITERACY CAMPAIGN

Iran last week informed the United Nations of its decision to contribute one day’s salary in support of UNESCO’s world campaign against illiteracy. The contribution will amount to some several hundred thousand dollars.

The decision was conveyed to Director-General Rene Maheu of UNESCO by the Shah of Iran, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, and made known to the Secretary-General by Ambassador Mehdi Vakili. The Shah expressed the hope that his government’s decision, which represented a real financial sacrifice for a country such as Iran, would induce other countries to follow suit and permit the creation of a special fund to deal with the world problem of illiteracy.

Ambassador Vakili pointed out that there were today some 750 million illiterate people in one hundred developing countries and that education represented an investment in human resources which were the greatest capital for economic development.